Where all of ophthalmology meets

HIGHLIGHTS FOR INTERNATIONAL ATTENDEES

AAO 2014
18 – 21 October

Subspecialty Day
17 – 18 October

AAOE Program
Presentations on practice management and the business side of ophthalmic practice
18 – 21 October

Inside this brochure, find:
• Program recommendations from your colleagues
• Important dates
• Travel information
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A NOTE FROM DR. ABBOTT

A warm welcome to you, our International Attendees! This AAO 2014 brochure is prepared just for you. We have compiled a list of sessions, symposia and special events that you can read about before arriving in Chicago.

On page 7, you will find program recommendations for international attendees, as chosen by AAO’s Global Alliances Regional Advisors Committee (photo on left). This committee comprises volunteer members from around the world. For this brochure, the Regional Advisors have given their opinions why you might find these events of particular interest.

Last year, 5,132 professional international attendees came to the Academy’s annual meeting, representing 33% of the overall attendees. We want to be sure you have all the information you may need to make your time at the meeting efficient, productive and enjoyable. Once you are there, please be sure to stop by the International Center (page 5), a dedicated lounge for you to meet with colleagues, have a cup of coffee, check email and relax.

We are proud to host AAO 2014 in conjunction with the European Society of Ophthalmology, and look forward to welcoming all of you to Chicago. If you have any questions about your visit to Chicago, please email the Academy at international@aao.org.

Richard L. Abbott, MD
Secretary, Global Alliances
JOIN US IN CHICAGO

Welcome to AAO 2014

A NOTE FROM DR. SEREGARD

As president of the European Society of Ophthalmology (SOE), I am delighted that AAO 2014 is being held in conjunction with the SOE. I hope you will be able to attend one of the “View Across the Pond” sessions, in which we will focus on how the practice of ophthalmology differs between the United States and Europe in cataract and IOL practices and the various approaches to the diagnosis and management of diseases involving the retina and cornea.

If those sessions do not fit your schedule, there are a number of other courses sponsored by the SOE, such as Personalized Cataract Surgery and Global Trends in Retina, just to name a few examples.

I look forward to AAO 2014 and invite you to SOE 2015 in Vienna, held in conjunction with AAO.

Stefan Seregard, MD, PhD
President, European Society of Ophthalmology
A meeting place just for international attendees

INTERNATIONAL CENTER

Location: Grand Concourse Lobby

Hours: Saturday, 18 October
08:00 – 17:30
Sunday, 19 October
08:00 – 17:30
Monday, 20 October
08:00 – 17:30
Tuesday, 21 October
08:00 – 15:00

Visit the International Center to learn more about Academy programs, check email, meet colleagues or just relax. Assistance will be available in English, Spanish and Portuguese.

Note: You can also look for AAO staff wearing a translator’s ribbon on their badge and ask for assistance.

INTERNATIONAL ATTENDEES BY REGION, 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Attendees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pan America</td>
<td>2,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>1,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Pacific</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East/Africa</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where European and American ophthalmology meet

This year, the Academy will host its annual meeting in conjunction with the European Society of Ophthalmology (SOE). Through special joint sessions, you’ll have the unique opportunity to hear how the practice of ophthalmology differs between the United States and Europe.

A View Across the Pond: Current Cataract and IOL Practices in Europe and the United States
[SYM04 | Sunday, 19 October | 14:00 – 15:30 | North Hall B]

A View Across the Pond: Retina
[SYM44 | Monday, 20 October | 08:30 – 10:00 | Grand Ballroom S100ab]

A View Across the Pond: Cornea Enigmas
[SYM20 | Tuesday, 21 October | 10:45 – 12:15 | Grand Ballroom S100ab]

Ethics and Professionalism: Why Should I Care?
[SYM27 | Monday, 20 October | 14:00 – 15:00 | Room S406a]
Be sure to catch this related international symposium, which reviews actual case studies of ethical dilemmas common across international borders and discusses potential resolutions.
Selections from your colleagues

SUNDAY, 19 OCTOBER

**Endothelial Keratoplasty Techniques: Lecture and Lab**
This course and laboratory will explore the various surgical techniques used for endothelial keratoplasty: DSEK and DSAEK
+ **LEC102** [Sunday, 19 October | 09:00 – 11:15 | Room S103bc]*
$ **LAB102A** [Sunday, 19 October | 15:30 – 17:30 | Room N227b]

+ **161 What You Need to Know About Headache: A Pain for the Patient and a Pain for the Doctor**
Jointly sponsored by the Academy’s Annual Meeting Program Committee and the North American Neuro-Ophthalmology Society (NANOS)
[Sunday, 19 October | 10:15 – 12:30 | Room S105d]

“Our patients frequently complain of headaches, and understandably we may feel out of our depth assessing whether the cause of the headache is serious and what further management is warranted. This course is designed for ophthalmologists and gives a practical guide towards headache, allowing us to manage our patients safely and minimize risk.”
— Dr. Anthony Khawaja, England

+ **223 Business Strategies for the New Era**
AAOE Instruction Course
[Sunday, 19 October | 16:30 – 17:30 | Room S504d]

**Management of the Vitreous for the Anterior Segment Surgeon: Lecture and Lab**
This course and laboratory will review the anatomy, physiology, and pathophysiology of the vitreous and will present vitrectomy techniques for challenging anterior segment surgery scenarios.
+ **LEC104** [Sunday, 19 October | 09:00 – 11:15 | Room S104abc]*
$ **LAB104B** [Tuesday, 21 October | 13:00 – 14:30 | Room N228]

**SYM08 Cataract Surgery: The Cutting Edge**
[Sunday, 19 October | 12:15 – 13:45 | North Hall B]

**SYM16 Tumors of the Brain and Orbits: Neuro-Ophthalmic Considerations**
Combined meeting with the North American Neuro-Ophthalmology Society (NANOS)
[Sunday, 19 October | 15:30 – 17:30 | Grand Ballroom S100ab]

**SYM19 Ocular Drug and Gene Delivery to the Posterior Segment**
Combined meeting with the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO)
[Sunday, 19 October | 15:45 – 17:15 | Room E450]

Courses designated with a plus (+) sign are part of the Academy Plus course pass. Courses designated with a dollar ($) sign are not included in the course pass and must be purchased separately. Sessions and events that are left blank are free.
MONDAY, 20 OCTOBER

$ B146 Ethical Research: A “Need-to-Know-Basis” for You and Your Patients
Jointly sponsored by the Academy’s Annual Meeting Program Committee and the Ethics Committee
[Monday, 20 October | 07:30 – 08:30 | Hall A]

SYM25 Global Forum: Global Research
Combined meeting with the Academy’s Global Education and Outreach Committee
[Monday, 20 October | 08:30 – 11:00 | Room S101ab]

+ 312 Update on Treatments for Diabetic Retinopathy: Clinically Relevant Results From the Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Research Network
[Monday, 20 October | 09:00 – 11:15 | Room S102abc]

+ 408 Diagnosis and Management of Corneal Endothelial Diseases
[Monday, 20 October | 15:15 – 16:15 | Room S104a]

“American corneal transplant surgery is several years in front of European. It is growing in the EU and this course should be of great interest to whomever is dealing with it to see what will happen in Europe in a few years.”
- Dr. Dean Saric, Croatia

SYM37 Pediatric Orbital Disease
Combined meeting with the American Association of Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus (AAPOS)
[Monday, 20 October | 15:45 – 17:15 | Grand Ballroom S100c]

TUESDAY, 21 OCTOBER

SYM45 The Battle of Glaucoma: How to Diagnose, Assess, and Manage Glaucoma That is Getting Worse
Combined meeting with Prevent Blindness
[Tuesday, 21 October | 08:30 – 10:00 | Room S406a]

+ 605 Evidence-Based Guidelines in the Management of Glaucoma
[Tuesday, 21 October | 09:00 – 11:15 | Room N139]

“Glaucoma is still one of the major causes of blindness worldwide and the rates are increasing. To have an evidence based guideline is the utmost relevant way to prevent complications and to choose the appropriate treatment.”
- Dr. Fernando Peña, Colombia

$ LAB113A Phacoemulsification and Advanced Techniques
[Tuesday, 21 October | 10:30 – 12:00 | Room N228]

“American corneal transplant surgery is several years in front of European. It is growing in the EU and this course should be of great interest to whomever is dealing with it to see what will happen in Europe in a few years.”
- Dr. Dean Saric, Croatia

Courses designated with a plus (+) sign are part of the Academy Plus course pass. Courses designated with a dollar ($) sign are not included in the course pass and must be purchased separately. Sessions and events that are left blank are free.
SUBSPECIALTY DAY

Two days. Eight meetings. Revolutionary education.

EIGHT SUBSPECIALTY DAY MEETINGS

Note: Subspecialty Day meetings are not included in the Academy Plus course pass. Individual tickets must be purchased separately to attend these programs.

FRIDAY, 17 OCTOBER – SATURDAY, 18 OCTOBER

Refractive Surgery 2014: Mission 20/20
The Annual Meeting of ISRS
Sponsored by the International Society of Refractive Surgery
Program Directors: Sonia H. Yoo, MD and A. John Kanellopoulos, MD

Retina 2014: Reaching New Heights
In conjunction with the American Society of Retina Specialists, the Macula Society, the Retina Society and Club Jules Gonin
Program Directors: Peter K. Kaiser, MD and Pravin U. Dugel, MD

SATURDAY, 18 OCTOBER

New! Ocular Oncology and Pathology 2014: Saving Eyes and Saving Lives
In conjunction with the American Association of Ophthalmic Oncologists and Pathologists
Program Directors: Hans E. Grossniklaus, MD and Arun D. Singh, MD

Cornea 2014: Restocking the Toolbox: Concepts and Techniques for the Toughest Jobs
In conjunction with The Cornea Society
Program Directors: William Barry Lee, MD, Elmer Y. Tu, MD and Stephen C. Kaufman, MD, PhD

Glaucoma 2014: Integrating New Technologies and Approaches Into Your Daily Practice
In conjunction with the American Glaucoma Society
Program Directors: David S. Friedman, MD, MPH, PhD and James D. Brandt, MD

Oculofacial Plastic Surgery 2014: A Global Summit
In conjunction with the American Society of Ophthalmic Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery
Program Directors: David B. Lyon, MD, FACS and Michael T. Yen, MD

Pediatric Ophthalmology 2014: A Magnificent Mile of Innovations
In conjunction with the American Association for Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus and the American Academy of Pediatrics
Program Directors: Jane C. Edmond, MD and Daniel E. Neely, MD

Uveitis 2014: Extinguishing the Great Fire
In conjunction with the American Uveitis Society
Program Directors: C. Stephen Foster, MD and Russell W. Read, MD, PhD
Cataract Monday and more

CATARACT MONDAY

MONDAY, 20 OCTOBER
An Academy favorite, Cataract Monday features all-day programming for a comprehensive look at cataracts.

Spotlight on Cataracts: Clinical Decision Making With Cataract Complications
[SPO3 | 8:15 – 12:15 | North Hall B]

Challenges in Cataract Surgery: Gems to Take Home and Treasure
[SYM39 | 14:00 – 16:00 | North Hall B]

OPENING SESSION HIGHLIGHTS

SUNDAY, 19 OCTOBER | 8:30 to 10:00 | NORTH HALL B
Join Academy President Gregory L. Skuta, MD, Executive Vice President and CEO David W. Parke II, MD and thousands of your colleagues at this main event.

Keynote:
Can We Better Prepare the Residents of 2015 for the Practice of 2020?
Moderator: Thomas A. Oetting, MD

Jackson Memorial Lecture:
Retinoblastoma: 50 Years of Progress
Hans Grossniklaus, MD, MBA

Laureate Award
Jerry A. Shield, MD

Don’t miss these other cataract programs:

Cataract Surgery: The Cutting Edge
[SYM08 | Sunday, 19 October | 12:15 – 13:45 | North Hall B]

New! Ophthalmic Premier League: A Team Video Competition on Managing Cataract Complications
[SYM60 | Tuesday, 21 October | 08:30 – 10:00 | North Hall B]

AAO 2014 SYMPOSIA HIGHLIGHTS

Treatment for Wet and Dry AMD: Where We Are and Where We Are Going
[SYM06 | Sunday, 19 October | 10:30 – 12:00 | Room S406a]

Beyond Ophthalmology
[SYM32 | Monday, 20 October | 12:15 – 13:45 | Room S406b]

Advanced Treatment of Ocular Surface Inflammatory Diseases:
Combined meeting with the Cornea Society and the German Ophthalmological Society
[SYM46 | Tuesday, 21 October | 08:30 – 10:30 | Grand Ballroom S100ab]

The Battle of Glaucoma: How to Diagnose, Assess, and Manage Glaucoma That Is Getting Worse
[SYM45 | Tuesday, 21 October | 08:30 – 10:00 | Room S406a]

Great Debates:
Retina – Room E450 [SYM47 | Sunday, 19 October | 14:00 – 15:15]
Cornea – Grand Ballroom S100ab [SYM11 | Monday, 20 October | 15:45 – 17:00]
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

246 INSTRUCTION COURSES

Enhance your knowledge. Receive expert instruction on hot topics in ophthalmology that range from the diagnosis and management of corneal endothelial diseases to the use of optical coherence tomography (OCT) to diagnose unknown causes of vision loss.

Remember: With Academy Plus course pass you get unlimited access to more than 350 Academy and AAOE instruction courses. You’re also free to drop in on courses without signing up ahead of time. Seating is available on a first-come basis.

57 SKILLS TRANSFER LABS

Work one-on-one with an instructor to master new diagnostic and surgical techniques in the Skills Transfer labs. Be sure to check out these new Skills Transfer labs:

$ Crosslinking
[LAB107a | Sunday, 19 October | 11:00 – 12:00]

$ How to Use Free Technology to Add Interactivity to Face-to-Face Lectures and Presentations
[LAB138 | Monday, 20 October | 11:30 – 12:30]

$ Periocular Rejuvenation With Fillers and Botox on Silicone Head Simulators
[LAB106a | Monday, 20 October | 10:30 – 12:30]

Plus 54 more

*Starting this year, didactic lectures are no longer required for Skills Transfer labs—they are only recommended

ACADEMY CAFÉ SESSIONS

Room S404
Enjoy a free cup of coffee and lively conversation in this casual learning environment. Be sure to bring your smartphone or laptop and send questions to the expert panel via text message. No ticket necessary — just stop by.

SATURDAY, 18 OCTOBER
Cataract
[SYM51 | 15:15 – 16:30 | Moderator: Terry Kim, MD]

SUNDAY, 19 OCTOBER
Glaucoma
[SYM52 | 10:30 – 11:45 | Moderator: Thomas W. Samuelson, MD]
Cornea, External Disease
[SYM53 | 13:00 – 14:15 | Moderator: Edward J. Holland, MD]
Retina
[SYM54 | 14:30 – 15:45 | Moderator: Thomas R. Friberg, MD]

MONDAY, 20 OCTOBER
Uveitis
[SYM55 | 08:30 – 09:45 | Moderator: Justine R. Smith, MD]
Oculoplastics
[SYM56 | 10:30 – 11:45 | Moderator: Stuart R. Seiff, MD]

TUESDAY, 21 OCTOBER
Cataract
[SYM57 | 10:30 – 11:45 | Moderator: Richard S. Hoffman, MD]

Courses designated with a plus (+) sign are part of the Academy Plus course pass. Courses designated with a dollar ($) sign are not included in the course pass and must be purchased separately. Sessions and events that are left blank are free.
IMPORTANT DATES AND REGISTRATION

REGISTRATION

24 September
Last day to preregister online. Badge and materials must be picked up onsite.

Go to http://www.aao.org/registration to register, purchase an Academy Plus course pass and book a room at an official AAO 2014 hotel.

You can also register onsite at the Registration area in McCormick Place, South Hall A.

BY NOW
International AAO 2014 attendees should have obtained their visitor visas by now, if needed. For more information on the Visa Waiver Program (VWP), Electronic System for Travel Authorization (ESTA) or other visa procedures, please see our Visitor Visas page.

AAO 2015 IN LAS VEGAS
14-17 NOVEMBER 2015
Abstract Submission Dates:
Papers/Posters and Videos: March 12 – April 14, 2015

FUTURE MEETING DATES AND LOCATIONS
AAO 2016: Chicago, 15-18 October
AAO 2017: New Orleans, 11-14 November
AAO 2018: Chicago, 27-30 October
AAO 2019: San Francisco, 12-15 October
THINGS TO KNOW

CME/PROOF OF ATTENDANCE

The American Academy of Ophthalmology is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

The American Academy of Ophthalmology designates this educational activity for a maximum of 33 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

You will not receive credit for activities such as viewing exhibits or social networking, or for attending committee meetings, special meetings and events, the AAOE General Session, or affiliate events.

Easily report CME credit at terminals located in South, Level 2.5 and the Academy Resource Center. Once your attendance is verified, you will receive an email to claim your CME credit online.

MOBILE MEETING GUIDE

Access the Mobile Meeting Guide at www.aao.org/mobile on your smartphone, tablet or any web-enabled mobile device.

Use the Mobile Guide to:
- Search the scientific program
- Save courses and sessions to your Planner
- Sync your calendar created during registration with your Planner
- Use the Happening Now feature to view courses and sessions taking place at that moment
- Start or join an interactive networking community
- Search for an exhibitor or product and save to your Planner
- View Alumni and Related Group events
- View Satellite Symposia events hosted by industry

Follow the Academy on Twitter, Facebook and AAO Community

For assistance, visit the Tech Bar at the Rest Stop, Booth 780 or email support@apprisor.org.

EXHIBITOR LOCATOR BOOTH

Hall A, Booth 3500
Friendly staff members at the Exhibitor Locator Booth will use the Virtual Exhibitionon large monitors to help you search for and locate specific exhibitors. You can search by booth, company name, product categories, medical specialties, common equipment terms and basic ophthalmic conditions.
EXPLORING CHICAGO

Visit a city that’s FULL of energy!

THERE’S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE IN CHICAGO...

The Food Lover: It’s home to some of the most elite chefs at the forefront of cutting-edge cuisine — Make your restaurant reservations now.

The Shopper: Its Magnificent Mile features eight blocks of premier shopping destinations

The Theater Enthusiast: It boasts five Tony Award-winning regional theater companies

The Observer: It hosts numerous world-renowned museums

The Explorer: Its diverse neighborhoods represent more than 100 countries

Focus your trip on what most interests you or try to see it all. It’s up to you!

See page 15 for Academy Tour Program details.
Visit the Academy's page on the Chicago Convention and Visitors Bureau website.
Experience Chicago

From stunning skyscraper views to famous architectural landmarks, pick from a variety of Academy tours, open to all AAO 2014 attendees, their spouses and guests. Find information on purchasing a tour ticket.

TOURS AVAILABLE:

FRIDAY, 17 OCTOBER

Chicago – My Kind of Town [S01]
Take in almost all of Chicago's famous landmarks, including the Magnificent Mile, Willis Tower Skydeck, Lake Michigan's Outer Drive, Buckingham Fountain and much more!

Chicago Distillery Tour [S02]
Immerse yourself in the distillery process with a stop at Evanston’s first legal distillery. Observe the making of premium spirits such as American gin, bourbon, rye and white whiskey as well as micro batches of specialty liquors.

Amazing Grace [S03]
Watch an unforgettable musical saga which is based on the awe-inspiring true story behind the song, Amazing Grace.
Experience Chicago

SATURDAY, 18 OCTOBER

Welcome to Chicago [S04]
Get familiar with Chicago during this brief presentation of its history, landmarks and a rundown of the most popular things to do downtown and throughout the city.

Frank Lloyd Wright Home & Studio Tour [S05]
Stroll through this renowned architect’s home studio to see where he conceived the Prairie Style of architecture and tested his ideas; and admire an impressive collection of furniture and decorative objects designed by Wright himself.

Architectural River Cruise [S06]
Travel through time on this 90-minute cruise and learn about Chicago’s evolution from a tropical sea over 400 million years ago all the way to its modern days of rail and the present, taking in views of its impressive architecture along the way.

Tiffany Treasures [S07]
Bask in the beauty of Tiffany Glass and Decorating Company’s magnificent art-glass and mosaic installations in three landmark buildings of the late-19th century: the Marquette Building, the Chicago Cultural Center and Macy’s on State Street.

Second City’s Depraved New World & Dinner Reservations [S08]
Be intrigued by a unique, twisting and turning improvisational show, Depraved New World, at Second City’s comedy club and enjoy dinner at a partnered Chicago restaurant.

SUNDAY, 19 OCTOBER

Corks & Canvas [S10]
Sip wine and find the artist within yourself by recreating a featured picture with an instructor’s step-by-step guidance — then, marvel at each other’s interpretation of the original.

Jazz, Blues and Beyond [S11]
Experience the Windy City’s jazz and blues history and culture on a bus tour that concludes with a blues musician boarding the bus to perform and give guests a harmonica lesson. Comes with a free harmonica to take home.

Poker, Politics and Prohibition [S12]
Go back to Chicago during the 1920s and ‘30s with this two-hour live action tour and get inside the story of Chicago’s windiest politicians, notorious gangsters and rollicking red-light districts in this excitement-filled jazz-age, Prohibition-era experience.

For a complete listing, view the Tour Program brochure and purchase tickets at www.aa.org/2014.
CHICAGO DINING

A premiere dining destination

Chicago is home to some of the most elite chefs at the forefront of cutting-edge cuisine. You won’t want to miss the opportunity to dine at Alinea, a 3-Star Michelin-rated restaurant that offers an 18 to 20 course tasting menu.

It can be difficult to get reservations, so plan ahead and book early through Open Table: Chicago Restaurants.

Chicago is also known for more casual cuisine – from its famous deep-dish pizza to its very specific take on what toppings will give you the best tasting, all-American hot dog.

So bring a healthy appetite to America’s dining destination. We’ve put together some restaurant recommendations to help you plan your Chicago cuisine experience – from fine-dining establishments to inexpensive, but popular eateries.

CHICAGO’S BEST RESTAURANTS
Source: Zagat

• Top Food: Katsu Japanese Restaurant
• Top Décor: Shanghai Terrace
• Top Service: Next Restaurant
• Most Popular: Alinea
• Top Italian: Riccardo Trattoria
• Top Barbeque: Smoque BBQ
• Top Hot Dogs: Hot Doug’s
• Top Burgers: Kuma’s Corner
• Top Mexican: Topolobampo
• Top Pizza: Spacca Napoli Pizzeria

NIGHTLIFE

Chicago offers numerous upscale night clubs, lounges and bars. Leave the stress of the day behind and dance the night away at some of the city’s hottest night spots. Learn more about the city’s thriving nightlife!

WAYS TO SAVE!

View the Choose Chicago site, updated by the Chicago Convention and Tourism Bureau, for great discounts on dining, bars, attractions, entertainment and more.
Connect with the AAO

EMAIL

Email AAO's Global Alliances at international@aao.org with any questions or feedback.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION

The Academy Online Community is a year-round forum for Academy members. In preparation for Chicago, join the Community's AAO 2014 group at www.aao.org/community. Connect with fellow attendees and join in pre-meeting dialogue. Trade tips for a successful meeting and opinions on essential courses.

LIKE AAO ON FACEBOOK

The Academy's Facebook page is where you’ll find the latest pictures, news and community feedback.

FOLLOW ALONG ON TWITTER

Follow the Academy @aao_opht and use the official meeting hashtag #aao2014 for real-time meeting updates.